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Transformers charlie watson



Charlie Watson is the main human hero of the bumble bee film. She is a young woman going through her teenage years, feeling lost, and a pendable for freedom. When she finds the bumblebee, she befriends the lost Autobot and names him with a bumblebee because of his coloring and
probing like a bumblebee. [1] History of Charlie Watson is a young woman who lives in Brighton Falls, California. In her youth, Charlie was part of her high school dive team, an action that she excelled at, winning several trophies. She had a close relationship with her father, who would often
join her and filmed her dive meet. They also shared a taste of music and worked on trying to repair the Corvette. When her father died unexpectedly, Charlie took it very hard. She stepped away from the diving team because it invoked painful memories. When her mother met a young man
and began a new relationship, Charlie retreated to her grief and resented the fact that her mother had seemingly forgotten her father and moved on. Charlie tried to keep his father alive in her mind, trying to fix the korvette, feeling that one at some level that if she fixed it maybe her father
would come back. Using money from her job selling hot dogs at the Brighton Falls boardwalk, she would buy parts from Hank Marine Repair and Parts. The day before turning eighteen, Charlie spent the day working the boardwalk, where she accidentally managed to spill a drink over her
popular classmate, Tripp Summers. Because of her clumsiness, she was forced to endure the ridicule of tripp's girlfriend, Tina Lark, and her friends. After work, Charlie went to Hank's undress parts to use korvette. During the visit she discovered an abandoned yellow Volkswagen Beetle that
piqued her attention. Taking her spare parts home, Charlie found that she was still unable to get the corve running. The next day was Charlie's eighteenth birthday. Instead of the car that she hoped to get, Charlie's mother bought her helmet riding her moped, while Ron gave her a book on
how to smile more. In despair, Charlie went to Hank and was ready to make her a deal to work for free if she could get a Volkswagen. Hank instead said that if she got it running, it was hers. Charlie spent several hours working on the car and eventually got it on the run, much to Hank's
surprise. Taking the car back home, Charlie heard a piece of the car fall from the bottom of the car. During the investigation, she found that the chassis was strange and included a robotic face. Her attention led to a sequence of transformations, and the car transformed into a robot. After
initially being afraid of the robot, Charlie realized that he was also afraid of her. He couldn't talk or remember anything, so Charlie took to calling him a bumblebee due to his coloring. The next morning, Charlie found the bumblebee missing and told Ron that her mother had used the car to
take the family dog to the vet. They desperately want the bumble bees to Charlie chased after her mother so she could be around the bumblebee. She later took the bumblebee to the beach so she could ask him about how to hide and only discover herself when she was around. Charlie
tried to fix the bumble bee voice synthesizer, but managed to play a message from Optimus Prime that told her the robot was hiding from the Civil War. Back at her home, Charlie took the radio from the corvette and installed it in a bumblebee to teach him how to express himself through
music. Their bonding session was interrupted by Charlie's new neighbor, Memo, who had come over with the intention of asking Charlie out on a date. The memo saw the bumblebee, but Charlie managed to smooth out over the situation and swore him in secrecy. Taking a memo on a car
trip to show off what bumblebee could do, they ended up at a cliffside party where Journey decided to show off by diving into the sea below and dared everyone to join him. Bumblebee tried to push Charlie to join, but she couldn't bring herself a dive when bringing back painful memories.
Walking off, Charlie was again taunted by Tina and her friends. Charlie and Memo decides to take revenge with TPing and egging Tina home and engaging in a bumblebee. However, he is unfamiliar with the concept and ends up wrecking Tina's car, causing it to run before they are caught.
On the way home, they are chased by a police car, but the bumblebee ends up losing cops. The next day, Charlie decides to leave the bumblebee at home if the cops are on the lookout for the vehicle. However, while at work, she receives a call from a memo about a disturbance in her
house. On arrival, Charlie finds that the bumblebee has somehow collapsed inside her house. Despite her efforts to fix it, the damage is too extensive to conceal the resulting Charlie to argue with his mother and let some of her deeply rooted feelings be known until her mother gives her
some home truths as well. Charlie storms off with a memo bumblebee, trying to cool down. While driving, the trio is intercepted by sector 7 agents. Initially Charlie and Memo were ready to comply with Sector Seven orders until their treatment of Charlie makes the bumblebee become
defensive and run away with Charlie. Sector Seven's new Decepticon allies, Shatter and Dropkick, arrive and help suppress the bumblebee with electric weapons. Charlie is affected as well and is knocked unconscious. Waking up back home, Charlie finds Agent Jack Burns explaining to her
mother and Ron that Charlie possesses an experimental government weapon. Charlie's attempts to tell the truth knock down her mother. Sent to her room, Charlie sneaks in, and enlist memo for help, trying to free the bumble bee. Her brother Otis caught her to help them by covering her
absence with her family. Charlie and Memo break into McKinnon Air Base. Finding bumblebee is being questioned by Shatter and Dropkick, Charlie watches as they seemingly kill Autobot and Dr. Powell learn about Optimus Prime's plan to build a base on Earth. Shatter and Dropkick plan
to call reinforcements on Earth and set traps for Prime and Autobots and allow you to change the nearby radio tower. Charlie uses one of the Sector Seven electrical weapons to revive the bumblebee, which also cures his faulty memory. When Burns arrives and grabs Charlie, bumblebee
goes into combat mode and deals with sector seven force until Charlie manages to calm him down. Charlie and Bumblebee head off to the radio tower where Shatter and Dropkick are changing technology to call reinforcements. Bumblebee tries to save Charlie from danger by hiding in her
garbage container as she was forced out of her hiding spot in a bumblebee battle with Dropkick. Spying Shatter is working on a radio tower, Charlie climbs the radio tower and removes the energy source from the transmitter. Shatter tries to kill Charlie and pick up the power cell, but
Decepticon soon distracted both bumblebee and Agent Burns on arrival helicopter. Shatter seems to be winning the fight, but the bumblebee blows a hole in the wall of the drydock and floods the area. Shatter kills a large cargo ship crushing him while the bumblebee is knocked
unconscious under water. Charlie finally overcomes her reluctance to dive and manages to save the bumblebee. As more Sector Seven forces arrive, Agent Burns tells them both to leave. Charlie realizes that bumblebee has a mission and can't stay in his life. They offer a tearful farewell to
the mountain overlooking the Golden Gate Bridge. Bumblebee uses its ability to adopt a new alt-mode-Camaro that surprises and annoys Charlie at the same time. He drives away, driving across the bridge in the company of the red and grey half-cab and trailer. Back at her home, Charlie
reunites with her family and Memo and continues to work on the corvette. Finally, she gets the vehicle to work, much to her delight. Notes References ↑ San Diego Comic Con 2018 – Bumblebee Film Panel Title or term Charlie refers to more than one character or idea. For a list of other
meanings, see Charles (disambiguation). Let's see what you can see... This article is required for images. I'm not going there anymore. If you want more water you can fetch yourself. Charlie Watson is an Autobot-allied man from Bumble bee part of the live-action film series Continuity of the
Family. Charlie Watson is your average teenager going through some things – she's still recovering from the loss of her father, and the fact that her mother is already a new friend doesn't help matters. She tends to bury herself in her two main passions of life: music, especially music by the
Smiths, and her attempts to complete the restoration of the Corvette that she and her father had worked for before he died. Fiction Bumble bee film Actor: Hailee Steinfeld Voice actor: Tao Tsuchiya (Japanese), Anna Theimerová (Czech, trailer), Barbora Šedivá (Czech, film), Camille
Timmerman (French Of Europe), Célia (Canadian French), Victoria Frenz (German), Sumriddhi Shukla (Hindi), Szonja Rudolf (Hungarian), Emanuela Ionica (Italian), Weronika Humaj (Polish), Amanda Manso (Portuguese), Irene Miras (Spanish Spanish Spain), Alicia Vélez (Latin-American
Spanish, film), Lupita Leal (Latin American Spanish, trailer), Punsikorn Tiyakorn (Thai), Zeynep Er (Turkish) In her younger days, Charlie was a member of her school dive team until the death of her father turned the group into an unpleasant association and she gave it up. To honor her
father, Charlie dedicated himself to completing the restoration of the old Corvette the two had worked through money from working selling hot dogs at the local fairground in Brighton Falls to buy parts from Uncle Hank's car repair. The day before her eighteenth birthday she started by
throwing her old diving trophies. During her work day at the fair, she accidentally spilled drinks all over Tripp Summers, earning her ridicule from Tripp's girlfriend Tina and her friends. Searching for spare parts at Uncle Hank's, she stumbled upon an abandoned Volkswagen Beetle. Although
intrigued by the vehicle, she couldn't get started. Upon returning home, Charlie found his latest haul of spare parts was insufficient to finish down the Corvette and, in despair, she went to bed. They tell me you're a car with real sand. For birthday gifts, she was presented with a helmet (her
mother had heard that riding mopeds without one was unsafe) and a book about smiling over from Ron. After stewing in her room for a while, she went to Uncle Hank's, ready to make a deal on Volkswagen, only for him to simply give it to her. After spending hours in the beetle, she was able
to get it running by bringing it back to her garage. As she tides up, a piece of machinery fell out from under the car's chassis prompting her to investigate where she found an inert mechanical face. Shining her light on her face caused it to activate and the Beetle transformed into a robot.
Although initially afraid, Charlie quickly realized the robot was just as afraid of her as well as suffering from muteness and amnesia. With him unable to tell her anything, Charlie named him a bumblebee. The next morning, the bumblebee was missing by Charlie's mother so she could get her
dog, Conan, to the vet. Charlie was forced to chase them down on her moped, where she insisted on driving the bumblebee herself. She later took Bee to the beach so he could practice disguising himself to keep himself a secret. When she noticed the bumblebee's chest spark, she tried to
fix it only to remove the activating holographic entry of another bumblebee type, a message announcing Charlie to know Bumblebee was hiding from war. Back in the garage, Charlie transplanted the Corvette radio into the bumblebee, allowing him to use music as a way to express himself
(being offended by his dislike of the Smiths). However, during the ongoing years, the Memo burst when planning Ask Charlie on a date and see bumblebee. Charlie quickly swore the boy's secrecy before he had a discs bumblebee the next day when the bumblebee showed off his new kind
of radio communication. The trio ended up on a cliff at the sea edge where Tripp was planning to dive and daring everyone to join him. Despite bumblebee volunteering for her, Charlie was unable to bring herself a dive, earning contempt from her peers, especially Tina. The memo and
bumblebee convinced Charlie to take revenge on Tina, the trio of TPing Tina's house and egging her car, only to tomfoolery go pear-shaped because of bumblebee experiences with human pranks and underestimate his strength, eventually leading to a bumblebee taking Charlie and Memo
on a police chase. Figuring it would be safer, Charlie left the bumblebee home the next day while she went to work alone in a Memo to call her back home. When she arrived, she found the bumblebee had accidentally trashed the house after venturing out of the garage. While trying to repair
the damage and prevent her mother from seeing it, the home collapsed in public was soon found, which led to an argument with her mother and her and Memo leaving the bumblebee to cool off. As the trio raced through the countryside, they were surrounded by Sector Seven. Although
human teenagers were initially ready to make peace, Sector Seven's rough treatment of them convinced bumblebee to grab Charlie and escape. As the two began to escape, Decepticons Shatter and Dropkick arrived and began attacking the bumblebee, which, still suffering from amnesia,
was unable to fight back. As Charlie tried to help her boyfriend, bumblebee was stunned by Sector Seven's electrical arms, with Charlie's nearby him meaning she was also affected. Unconscious, Charlie was taken back to her house where she woke up to find Agent Burns telling her
parents that bumblebee was a government weapon, that Charlie was unwittingly coming across. Although she tried to defend herself and tell the truth, Charlie's mother sent her to the room. Determined, Charlie snuck out, collecting a memo and enlisting her brother Otis to cover her escape
so she could go and find the bumblebee. It's time to just get away from us. In the memo, Charlie managed to infiltrate McKinnon Air Base, where she watched the Decepticons questioning and seemingly kill the bumblebee before the invaders took their vacation to call the Decepticon fleet
and bait trap for the next Autobot resistance. Using Sector Seven electric rifles, Charlie managed to revive the bumblebee, a shock to his system that caused his memories to reboot. Burns then seized Charlie causing the scouts to go on a rampage until Charlie calmed him down. With the
government seemingly dealing with Charlie claiming that they were all fleeing only the bumblebee to insist on stopping the Decepticons. Leaving the Memo behind the Stop Sector Seven (however briefly), bumblebee took Charlie to a nearby dock where Triple changers were transforming
the radio tower into Transmitter. While bumblebee tried to keep Charlie away from the fight, his fight with Dropkick soon spilled over to her hiding spot. As she ran to the cover, Charlie noticed Shatter was almost finished transmitter. Commandeering the crane, Charlie climbed onto the tower
where she began prying her power cell just to shatter the target of her. Decepticon's attention soon drew Agent Burns to the helicopter and bumblebee himself allowing Charlie to stop the transmission while bumblebees killed Shatter in a flood of dry dock, only he himself was caught in the
current. Overcoming her doubts, Charlie dove after him, salting to awaken the bumblebee, which carries her safety. At Agent Burns's urging, the two fled the scene before more Sector Seven forces arrived. On a hill overlooking the Golden Gate Bridge, Charlie and Bumblebee said a tearful
goodbye, where the scout discovered his trans-scanning abilities and adopted the Camaro alternate mode, driving off to meet his fellow autobots. Returning home, Charlie reunited with his family and Memo (although they are not holding hands at the level just yet). Inspired by her
experience with bumble bee, Charlie threw herself into working on the Corvette, eventually having to begin to completely rebuild it. BumbleBee Vol. 2 Retro Pop Highway figure online description Perfect soundtrack for cruisin down the open path in my VW beetle -Charlie, Human Ally
Magazine Charlie's positive view of Bumblebee Vol. [1] Bumblebee's First Life on Earth Voice Actor: Ryōhei Kimura (Japanese) Toys for Generations Studio Series Bumble bee (Multipack, 2018) A figurine of Charlie wearing a shirt with bumble bee logo is included in the two-box with Studio
Series Bumblebee. Hollywood Rides Figurine Charlie is included in the die cast of a non-converting bumblebee Volkswagen Beetle. Notes Foreign names of Japanese: Charlie Watson (ャー第第第 ·
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